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Abstract
These notes contain some of the material I presented at TASI 96 on the
comparison of the standard model with precision electroweak data. After
a physical accounting of the dominant electroweak radiative corrections, in-
cluding the eects of initial state bremsstrahlung, I examine how data from
LEP and the SLC provides a clear test of the standard model. Apparent




ratios, and their physical resolution, are also
examined in some detail.
1 Introduction
Having to lecture on \Aspects of the Electroweak Theory" at TASI '96, a
school whose principal focus was on strings, duality and supersymmetry,
presented a real challenge. Was there anything about the Standard Model,
I asked myself, which would be both interesting and of use to the highly
theoretical students attending TASI? In the end, I decided that perhaps
two topics t the bill: precision tests of the electroweak theory and fermion
masses.
All students have heard the mantra that the standard model is rmly
established by the amazing coincidence of its theoretical predictions with





liders operating at the Z mass. Nevertheless, few students really have a
feel for the diculties involved in establishing this fact experimentally, or a
good physical understanding for the theoretical basis for this agreement. For
this reason, as a rst topic of my lectures, I decided to talk in some detail
about the physics lying behind the confrontation of precision data with the
electroweak theory.
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Strictly speaking fermion masses, on the other hand, lie beyond the stan-
dard model. That is, in the standard model, masses and mixing parameters
are input quantities, not quantities which are determinable by theory. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that ultimately we want to arrive at a theory where these
parameters are predictable. For this reason, it is interesting to discuss what
we know at present about these quantities and understand to what extent
this knowledge could eventually be \predicted" by a deeper theory. Thus, it
seemed natural to make this the second topic of my lectures. In particular,
since the origin of fermion masses probably is tied to physics at the Planck
scale, a central question which I tried to answer in my lectures was what
could be inferred from present data about the structure of lepton and quark
mass matrices at the Planck scale. Because most of the material in the sec-
ond part of my lectures is contained in my recent article with Wang[1], I have
written up here only material from the rst part of my lectures.
2 Confronting the Electroweak Theory with
Experiment
The standard model of electroweak interactions is so well known by now[2]
that I will only briey sketch its principal elements, mostly to establish a
common notation.
2.1 Elements of the Electroweak Theory
The Glashow-Salam-Weinberg electroweak theory is based on a SU(2)U(1)
gauge theory spontaneously broken to U(1)
em
. As a result of the symmetry
breakdown, the W

and Z gauge bosons acquire a mass. One gets the










] if the agent causing the symmetry breakdown transforms
as an SU(2) doublet[3]. Furthermore, if this agent is a complex scalar dou-
blet Higgs eld (or elds) , then the Yukawa interactions of this eld with
fermions are a natural source for the fermion masses and mixing, after the
symmetry breakdown.






































is the source for the weak boson masses once one assumes that the Higgs





































































































= 0 : (5)
The Higgs doublet  contains one physical component, the Higgs boson












The couplings of H to the gauge elds are xed by the SU(2)  U(1) sym-
metry, but its mass M
o
H
is arbitrary, being linked to the unknown Higgs
self-interactions.
The interactions of fermions with the gauge elds are also totally specied
by the transformation properties of the fermions under SU(2)U(1).
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These



































Left-handed fermions are SU(2) doublets while right-handed fermions are singlets.









) are the relevant representation matrices for the i
th
fermion,



















Using the Weinberg angle 
o
W
and the physical elds (W

; Z; A) the above




























































The above formula provides three physical identications:











from its coupling to the photon eld A

.

































as the current which couples to the Z

boson.


















































Using the above, it is easy to see that for weak processes where the momen-










) one can describe these
































































Thus the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory, in this limit reproduces the Fermi

















































gives the strength of the neutral current interaction rel-



















= 1 ; (17)
where the last equality obtains for doublet Higgs breaking.
The fermions in the theory also interact with the Higgs eld. The most
general Yukawa SU(2)U(1) invariant interactions between the left-handed

















































. From the above it follows that,
after symmetry breakdown when  is replaced by Eq. (6), L
Yukawa
results in





































+ h:c: : (19)
One can diagonalize the above mass matrices M
f
ij
by a basis change, leading
to a simple eective interaction in which the Higgs eld H couples directly




















This basis change does not aect the NC interactions but introduces a unitary
mixing matrix V in the charged current interactions of quarks|the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.[4]
2.2 Physics at the Z Resonance
The electroweak theory has received its most challenging tests from the pre-




colliders, LEP and SLC, operating at the
Z resonance. To analyze the important information contained in the Z line
shape, it is not sucient to consider only the lowest order electroweak con-






f , even taking the Z width into account
in the Z propagator. The correct calculation of the Z line shape requires
incorporating both electroweak radiative corrections and purely photonic
bremsstrahlung eects, which substantially alter the resonance peak.






f are complicated to
do in detail. However, one can estimate their leading eects. These involve
























In these Lectures I will explain the physical origin of these eects and show
that these corrections can be incorporated in an improved Born approx-






To be able to extract from the data the electroweak parameters that one
wants to compare with the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory, it is necessary
rst to deconvolute from the data the eects of photon bremsstrahlung. The
dominant eect arises from the bremsstrahlung of photons from the initial
electrons and positrons. This, so called, initial state bremsstrahlung both
decreases the height and shifts the location of the resonance peak. One
can garner the principal features of initial state bremsstrahlung by summing
its leading logarithmic pieces to all orders in  in what amounts to a QED
version of the familiar QCD evolution equation.[5] I will begin by discussing
these bremsstrahlung eects.
It is clear physically that if the initial electron, or positron, emits a
bremsstrahlung photon, its energy will be degraded. Thus to get to the
resonance peak one will need more energy,
p
s, than what one would need
in the absence of bremsstrahlung. So this eect shifts the resonance peak to
higher
p
s. Let e(x; s) be the probability density of nding an electron (or
positron) with energy fraction x in the parent electron. Then one can write

























considering the probability of photon emission, it is easy to write an evolution












P (x=y)e(y; s) (22)








A straightforward calculation shows that, to lowest order in  and to log
accuracy,
e(x; s) = (1  x) +

2





The + instruction below serves to remove potentially singular pieces in the splitting
function (cf[6])
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Hence one has, to this order,

corr















Near the Z resonance, as we shall see, the cross section has a Breit-Wigner





















































This O() formula can be generalized to an all order formula by using
the well known fact that[7] bremsstrahlung logarithms exponentiate. Thus



























the corrected cross section becomes near resonance[8]

corr
(s) ' (s) exp[ ln r] = (s)r

: (29)












' 0:67 : (30)
Thus, as intimated, the eect of initial state bremsstrahlung leads to a sub-
stantial decrease in the resonance cross-section. In addition, using Eq. (29)














Numerically this is a shift of over 100 MeV|which is enormous compared
to the few MeV accuracy with which one knows the Z mass. Better said, to
8
Figure 1: Z-line shape: Uncorrected (ne-dashed line); rst order QED cor-
rection (dashed line); second order exponential corrections (solid line). From
F. Berends[8].
aim for such an accuracy in the Z mass by analyzing the Z line shape, it is
absolutely crucial to totally understand the \trivial" photon bremsstrahlung
corrections. In practice, the full eects of photon bremsstrahlung|including
also non-leading terms|are taken into account by the experimentalists using
dedicated programs like ZFitter[9] and the \corrected" data is then compared
to the prediction of the electroweak theory. In the language of Eq. (29), what
is measured is 
corr
(s) but by knowing the bremsstrahlung factor r

one can
deconvolve from the data the wanted theoretical cross section (s). The
eects of initial state bremsstrahlung are shown pictorially in Fig. 1.
Let me now turn to electroweak radiative corrections proper. The bulk






f arises from corrections to
the gauge propagator. This is easy to understand since it is only here that




. The fermion loop





and the corrections are of
9






f : (a) gauge propagator
corrections; (b) box graph corrections.







































also arise mostly through







which is sensitive to m
t
also as a result of the vertex graph shown in Fig. 3.
Given the above, it is clear that to understand the principal features of
electroweak radiative corrections it suces for our purposes to look at the cor-
rections to the gauge propagators. These corrections are known as oblique
corrections[10]. A good starting point for our discussion are the modica-







shown in Fig. 4a. This graph leads to an amplitude
10
Figure 4: (a) Lowest order photon exchange process; (b) Loop modica-





























are the numerical values of the fermion electric charges in units
of e
o
. The collection of graphs in Fig. 4b produce a modication of the
lowest order photon propagator 1=s and changes the bare charge e
o
into the
physical charge e, dened here through its value in Thompson scattering at
























In the above, the full propagator 










(s) = s+ 

(s) = s[1 + 

(s)] (34)
The particular structure shown in Eq. (34) guarantees that indeed the photon
exchange contribution has a pole at s = 0, as required by gauge invariance.
A comparison of Eq. (33) with Eq. (32) show that for the photon case, the





























One can proceed in a similar fashion for the Z exchange contribution. In




















is the physical mass of the Z. Because M
Z
is the physical mass,









In contrast to the photon case, since the Z has a physical decay channel
into fermions [Z ! f

f ], one cannot ignore the imaginary part of the Z self-
energy. In fact, denoting schematically the coupling of the Z to fermions by
g
f















































Note that if one denes, analogously to e
2
































as one would expect physically.










































One sees that here also the radiative corrections just replace the bare cou-
plings by the running couplings. In addition, the Z propagator involves the
12
physical Z mass and an s-dependent width. Before the bremsstrahlung cor-
rections, the amplitude in Eq. (44) near the energy corresponding to the Z




































































  17 MeV : (47)
This small downward shift of the maximum is opposite to the much larger
upward shift caused by initial state bremsstrahlung [cf Eq. (31)].
I anticipate here that the running couplings at M
Z
occurring in Eq. (44)
can be written in terms of the Fermi constant measured in -decay, the
Z mass and a  parameter, which essentially measures the ratio of neutral




















































but remains to be proven. Using Eq. (48), one sees that one can incorporate
the dominant (logarithmic) electroweak radiative corrections through an im-
proved Born approximation[11] involving physically measured parameters|























































the maximum would be actually
shifted in the opposite way to Eq. (47).
13

































appearing above and the bare parameters dened in Section
2.1.
2.3 Radiative Corrections: Leading Logs
It is important to understand the relation of the parameters in the improved
Born approximation with the bare parameters which enter in the electroweak
Lagrangian. The SU(2) SU(1) theory has a number of these parameters:











; and the Higgs self-coupling, which is associated with the bare
Higgs mass. These parameters are modied by radiative corrections. In fact,
when one calculates these corrections one nds that they are innite. These
innities must be eliminated to obtain sensible physical results. Because
the standard model is a renormalizable theory this can be done. It is
achieved through a rescaling of the eld appearing in the SM Lagrangian
and by replacing the bare parameters in L
SM

























These latter parameters are dened through their relation to specic mea-
surements. Because of this, rather than the set of parameters in Eq. (52)
which naturally enter in a Lagrangian description, it is more useful to choose
a more physical set of parameters with which to characterize the theory.
The standard set of parameters which has been adopted in the literature

























are the physical fermion masses dened in terms of zeros in the in-
verse fermion propagators (analogous to those we discussed for the Z boson)
and V
CKM
in the fermion mixing matrix. For the most part, when deal-
ing with electroweak precision measurements at the Z one can neglect all
14
fermion masses, except for the top mass, and the eect of fermion mixing
(V
CKM
! 1). The electric charge in Eq. (53) is e(o) dened through Thomp-
son scattering, with (o) = e
2
(o)=4 ' 1=137. M
Z
is the pole mass, as
dened in Eq. (40), while G
F
is the Fermi constant as deduced from -decay
in the Fermi theory, with certain kinematical QED corrections included[12].
Having specied a standard set of parameters, then in the standard model
all other measurable quantities (e.g. the mass of the W boson) are predicted
in terms of this standard set. Physical tests of the electroweak theory are
provided by comparing the prediction for some measurable quantity with its




















It is worthwhile to illustrate the above discussion by considering in a bit
more detail the connection of G
F






























Using (55) the muon lifetime then provides a direct measure of G
F
, through











. This formula is modied by pure
QED corrections|which are included in the proper denition of G
F
|as
these photonic radiative corrections are nite (see below).
If one thinks of Eq. (55) as an eective approximation of the standard





, then one would naively expect the
coecient of the four-fermion operator, G
F
, to be scale-dependent. Photon






























being the anomalous dimension of the 4-Fermi operator in Eq. (55).
However, because photon corrections to the eective Lagrangian (55) give
















. This fact can be easily demon-






















The second current above, clearly gets no photonic corrections. So the
anomalous dimension d

is that associated with the    e current. How-
ever, this current incurs no logarithmic corrections since it is conserved in
the limit of neglecting the  and e masses. Thus, efectively, d

= 0.
With these considerations, it is easy to convince oneself that to logarith-
mic accuracy the eect of radiative corrections is to transcribe directly the






into a relationship between physical










































becomes, in leading log approximation, a relation between physically mea-
sured quantities. Provided all quantities are measured at the same scale[13],
this equation will have precisely the same form as the bare equation. Thus



























The RHS of Eq. (59) contains only quantities measured at the scale of the








is scale independent, indeed
that is also the scale of the LHS. Thus, a fortiori, Eq. (59) is the correct
result! One sees that in relating M
W
to the standard set of Eq. (53), all
radiative corrections|in leading log approximation|are contained in the










































in terms of the standard set of parameters.
In a similar way, also the Weinberg angle can be considered as a derived
quantity in terms of the standard set of parameters. Recall for these purposes
the dierent ways in which the Weinberg angle was dened at the Lagrangian
level in terms of bare parameters:
























































































will be given by a slightly dierent function of the standard set of
parameters.
I illustrate the preceding discussion by means of two examples. In the rst
of these, the Weinberg angle is given its most physical denition by relating
it directly to the W and Z masses. This is the denition rst adopted by

























when expressed in terms of the standard set of electroweak






























which is useful to con-




which appears in the expression for the neutral















































































A calculation of (
2
)[15], again to logarithmic accuracy, shows that this




















































. However, these quantities dier
by the way they depend on m
2
t
, as will be seen in the next section.
The above discussion serves to justify Eq. (48), which in the improved
Born approximation replaced the product of the eective couplings of the
electron and the outgoing fermion to the Z by the Fermi constant, times the
Z mass squared, times . The coecient of the eective Z propagator in the












































Because in the leading log approximation the only running is that of ,
eectively the ratio of the vacuum polarization functions in Eq. (72) is




, the ratio of NC/CC contributions
also does not pick up any logarithmic factor. Hence if one has doublet Higgs
breaking, so that 
o
= 1, then in leading log approximation  = 1. Whence,













and it deviates from unity as a result of these eects.
2.4 Radiative Corrections: m
t
Eects
It turns out that the sensitivity to the top mass of physical observables can
all be related to the m
t
dependence of the  parameter, detailing the ratio of
NC to CC processes. If one examines the radiative corrections to the gauge
propagators entering in NC and CC processes, it is easy to see that in the
Fermi limit, the  parameter diers from unity only to the extent that the
Z and W self-energies are dierent from each other





















To compute the vacuum polarization dierence in Eq. (74) it suces to retain
the t and b loops in 
Z
(o) and the t  b loop for 
W
(o). Furthermore, since
electromagnetic interactions do not give rise to contributions proportional to










































































where we have dropped terms of O(m
2
b

















a formula rst obtained by Veltman[16], which shows that  is quadratically
sensitive to the top mass.
To deduce the m
t
dependence of other parameters in the theory one can
argue as follows. The renormalized parameters follow from the bare param-
eters by a shift in these parameters. Thus to trace the m
t
dependence it
suces to track the m
t
sensivity of these shifts. As an example, consider the














































Here the function f(m
2
t
) diers from unity only through the m
t
dependence





. This is because there is no m
t
dependence
in the shift of the electric charge squared, 
o
















































































































[  1] : (80)

























































) in terms of the standard set of



























































































































entering in both Eqs. (83) and (85) is extremely well known experimentally,
with its principal error arising from the error which enters in running  to
the Z mass: (M
2
Z













= 0:23090:0003. Unfortunately, it appears dicult to improve
the error on (M
Z





! hadrons needed to estimate the contributions of the hadronic
vacuum polarization to the running of [17]. As we shall see 0:0003 is the





electroweak data, so already this error is comparable to the \standard error"




I note that Eqs. (83) and (85) only contain the dominant contributions
of the electroweak radiative corrections. For detailed comparisons with pre-







and corrections that depend on the Higgs mass M
H
. These lat-
ter corrections are innite in the limit as M
H
! 1, since the standard
model becomes a non-renormalizable theory in this limit. It was shown by
Veltman[18] that the sensitivity of the electroweak corrections to M
H
is only
logarithmic in lowest order in , becoming quadratic at O(
2
)[19]. Detailed
calculations give, for example, for large M
H
the formulas[20]



























































+ : : :
)
: (89)
One sees from the above that for large M
H
the eect of having a large top
mass is partly cancelled in . Furthermore, for large M
H
one can actually













2.5 Comparison with Experiment
A convenient way to compare precision data from LEP and SLC (plus low en-
ergy neutrino scattering data and the value ofM
W
measured at the pp collid-









as free parameters which are then t to the data. We do not
know anything aboutM
H
, except for the LEP bound thatM
H
 66 GeV[21].
On the other hand, new and precise information is being gathered on m
t
at
the Fermilab Tevatron. At the time of TASI '96, the value I quoted for m
t
was that given in the 1996 Winter conferences. This value is now superseded,
because more data has been analyzed by the CDF and DO Collaborations.
The value of m
t
obtained by combining the latest CDF and DO results is[22]
m
t
= (175 6) GeV ; (90)
which is already amazingly accurate and provide strong constraints on the
theory.
Using the improved Born approximation, Eq. (50), it is straightforward








` (` = e; ; ), in the limit where one

























where the last factor is a QED correction accounting for radiative leptonic
decays. In the above, the vector and axial couplings in the standard model





















The number of fermions f produced in the direction of the incoming
electron (  =2) compared to those produced in the backward direction








































with the vector and axial couplings of the fermion f being dened analogously










. However, there are further (redundant) measurements one can
make.
 -Polarization Asymmetry.
This asymmetry measures the dierence between the cross section for



















This asymmetry can be determined by analyzing the angular distribution
of the  decay-products. The actual value of P

depends in detail on the
23
production angle  of the 
 
, relative to the incoming electron. After a
simple calculation one deduces
P

















By analyzing the dependence of P

on cos  in detail, one can extract from




|which, of course, should coincide in the
standard model.
Left-Right Asymmetry.
This is a quantity that requires an initially polarized e
 
beam and can
be measured only at the SLC where beams with a high longitudinal polar-
ization (hP
e
i ' 80%) can be produced. The Left-Right asymmetry measures
the dierence in cross-section between beams which are either left- or right-

























, as well as the  -polarization asymmetry, depend on a quantity
A
`











while the Forward-Backward asymmetry A
`
FB
















I summarize below the results of LEP and SLC using the 1995 data set.
These results have been updated for the 1996 Summer conferences, with
no major changes (except in one area to be discussed further below). Be-
cause of this, and because all the 1995 data is collected together in a joint
publication[23], I decided to use this slightly older data set for comparison
of experiment with theory. The data is totally consistent with lepton univer-
sality, so I will quote only the combined result for all three leptons species
obtained upon averaging the four LEP experiments. The leptonic width and
the leptonic Forward-Backward asymmetry at LEP are found to be[23]
 
`




= 0:0172 0:0012 : (99)
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The result from the  -Polarization asymmetry from LEP, when one combines








= 0:1406 0:0057 : (100)
From the Left-Right asymmetry measured at the SLC one obtains a, some-




= 0:1551 0:0040 : (101)
The value of Eq. (99) for A
`
FB
, using lepton universality, allows one to infer






= 0:1514 0:0053 : (102)
The average of the three measurements (100)-(102) gives, nally,
hA
`
i = 0:1506 0:0028 : (103)

















=  0:03799 0:00071 ; g
A`
=  0:50111 0:00041 (104)
and the (leptonic) results







= 0:23106 0:00035 : (106)
As can be seen from Fig. 5, these leptonic results are in very good agreement





= (180 12) GeV.




comes from the LEP measurements of
the Forward-Backward asymmetry of heavy quarks (b and c). From these
measurements[23] one can infer values for A
b
= 0:871  0:029 and A
c
=







= 0:23205 0:00051 : (107)
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plane. The solid contour assumes
lepton universality. Also shown is the 1 band from the A
LR
measurement.
The grid corresponds to the standard model prediction form
t
= 18012 GeV







The combined result of all measurements, both leptonic and quark, gives











= 0:23143 0:00028 : (108)
From this result, in the standard model, one can infer a value for the top







The second error above comes from allowing the Higgs mass to vary from
M
H
= 60 GeV to M
H
= 1000 GeV. The central value in Eq. (109) is that
corresponding to assuming M
H
= 300 GeV, with lower Higgs masses serving
to decrease this value. Obviously, the indirect determination of m
t
through
the standard model radiative corrections is in excellent agreement with the
direct measurement of the top mass at the Tevatron, Eq. (90).
Individual measurement of various other electroweak quantities are also
in excellent agreement with the standard model[23] except perhaps (at least




, which measure the ratio of
Z ! b










from the standard model t, using m
t
= 180 GeV,















to be compared to the average value measured at the collider[24]
M
W

































Problem and its Resolution















appear to be in signicant contradiction with the expectations of the standard
model. The measured numbers are[23]
R
b
= 0:2219 0:0017 ; R
c
= 0:1543 0:0074 ; (115)
while one expects in the standard model (for m
t












= 0:1724 : (116)
These are dicult measurements and, furthermore, the measurements are
correlated. Thus, the 3:5 discrepancy in R
b
and the 2:5 discrepancy in R
c
are perhaps not so serious. Indeed, if instead of using the measured value
for R
c
in trying to subtract the background in the R
b
measurement, one uses
the standard model value for R
c













At TASI, I indicated that the attitude towards these results is physicist
dependent, with some believing that the source of the possible discrepancy
is due to experimental error in identifying heavy avor events, while others
take this discrepancy seriously and try to nd some new physics phenomena




. As a result of new data
which was presented at the Warsaw International Conference on High Energy
Physics in July and at the DPF Meeting in Minneapolis in August, it now ap-




are not to be trusted. For instance,
the ALEPH Collaboration [25] at LEP and the SLD Collaboration[26] at the
















= 0:2149 0:0033 0:0021 : (119)
These numbers are in excellent agreement with the standard model expecta-
tions. Similarly, ALEPH[27] gives a value for R
c
which, given its large error,
28





= 0:1683 0:0091 : (120)
It is interesting to understand the reason for the changes between the 95
and 96 results. Basically these can be ascribed to a better understanding
of the eciencies for detecting heavy quarks and the degree of correlation
present when one requires that 2 heavy avor decays are both detected in
one event. Although one can measure independently the eciencies for mea-
suring a b-decay or c-decay, the dierent techniques used all have dierent
backgrounds that must be considered. For example, using events where one
just tags one b-decay, the quantity R
b
can be extracted from the number of
tagged events once one knows the eciencies 
b
for detecting b-decay events
and 
c














Similarly, using events where 2 heavy avor decays are tagged, to extract R
b
one needs to know in addition the tagging eciency correlation C for tagging


















is small (as it is) and the tagging eciency correlation C = 1, then one
can determine R
b
without having to know precisely the b tagging eciency

b




















The new analysis of ALEPH uses the data itself to determine the correlation
eciency C. This is important, even though C is very near unity, since the
purported accuracy for mesuring R
b
is at the percent level. Hence the results
of the new analysis are more reliable than those reported in 95.




crisis is now gone, it might be worthwhile
recalling here some of the theoretical disquisitions which were advanced to
\resolve" this discrepancy, since they illustrate the kind of tight constraints
that one has as a result of the success, otherwise, of the standard model in
29
describing data. If R
b
is anomalous but R
c
is OK, then from the precision
value of the hadronic width measured at LEP
 
hadronic
= (1744:8 3:0) MeV (124)
along with the standard model prediction for this width before QCD correc-







































0:005. With the 95 value for R
b






) ' 0:1040:008. This latter value was in better agreement





) from deep inelastic scattering, which





) = 0:112 0:004. However, the most recent analysis
of deep inelastic data now give a value which is about 1 higher, which is
perfectly compatible with R
b
having no anomaly at all!





is sensitive to modications involving the top quark, it is \natural"
that R
b
shouuld be more sensitive to new physics. Already in the standard
model, the Zb

b vertex has an additional non-oblique radiative correction due
to the presence of the t quark, as shown in Fig. 3. The eective neutral

























where the parameter 
b









































their analysis found that if g
bR




=2 '  0:0065. On the
other hand, if g
bL




=2 ' 0:034. That is, the eect is
reproduced either as a result of a sizeable tree-level right-handed anomalous
coupling or as a result of a left-handed anomalous coupling of the size typical
of a loop contribution.
Supersymmetry, as a result of stop-chargino loops, could in principle pro-
vide a g
bL
which is large enough. Indeed, for light stops and charginos, one
nds g
bL
< 0 and of the size capable to cancel the standard model top loop
contribution[31]. However, given the limits on chargino masses from the LEP
run at
p
s  135 GeV in Fall 1995, it is dicult to get from supersymmetry
an anomalous contribution as large as R
b
' 0:005, although half this shift
is feasible. Given the new trend in the data, this is just as well, since now at
best the R
b
needed is not much larger than 0.002, and could well vanish.
In a similar fashion,[30] it is quite easy to construct a host of models where
through the mixing of the b with another charge -1/3 quark one generates a
rather large g
bR
. Again, before the new 1996 data, Bamert et al.[30], as well
as others[32], had identied a number of models which \t" the anomalous R
b
value. With the disappearance of this anomaly, the interest in these models is




were xed by the 1995 data, these models remain viable provided one
\turns down" these parameters so as to agree with the 1996 measurements.






data also stimulated a number of groups to try
to devise models which would t both the apparently anomalous results
(115). The simplest consistent new physics idea involved imagining that the
standard model was augmented by an extra U(1) symmetry:
SU(2) U(1)! SU(2) U(1) U
0
(1) (129)
The 1995 data suggested that this U(1)
0
had two characteristics:
(i) it was generation blind;
(ii) it was leptophobic.




results of Eq. (115)
is actually considerably below the standard model value. Thus, if the extra
31











) = 0:185 0:041[28]]. So it made sense to suppose
that the new physics acted on all generations alike, particularly since using





The second requirement above followed because of the good agreement
of the standard model with data on the leptonic sector [cf. Fig. 5]. So if
a new U(1)
0
existed, it had to have essentially vanishing couplings.That is,
this U(1)
0
was leptophobic and hadrophilic. One can then try to determine
the universal couplings of this U(1)
0
to the up and down quarks of each
generation. The presence of a second Z causes mixing between the Z and Z
0
and the size of this mixing, along with the mass of Z
0












where  is the mixing angle. In addition the standard model charges with



















are the eective charges and couplings of the extra U(1)
0
boson, respectively.







, the coupling ~g
0






Not surprisingly, these models then provide a \better t" than the standard




3 away from the standard model.
Nevertheless, the up and down couplings determined from tting the existing







= 2:19 0:69 ; q
0
dR
= 0:91 0:42 (132)
These hadrophilic couplings are not anomaly free for the new Z
0
and one
must add further quarks in the theory to cancel the Z
0
anomalies. Fortu-




are now much closer to the standard model, and
one does not have to resort to these, frankly ugly, models to describe the
data.





given the avor of the diculty one has to modify only parts of the standard
32
model and not others, given the already tremendously good t of theory with





welcome relief, even though one is left with no clues for any physics beyond
the standard model.
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